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Yeah, reviewing a book The Funeral Boat Wesley Peterson 4 could grow your near connections
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, expertise does not
suggest that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as capably as contract even more than supplementary will meet the expense of each

success. next to, the message as competently as insight of this The Funeral Boat Wesley Peterson 4 can
be taken as skillfully as picked to act.

Kissing the Demons Jun 06 2020 Thirteen Torland Place is a house with a disturbing past . When a
student living there is found murdered, DI Joe Plantagenet wonders whether her death has anything to
do with its grim history. Then other, similar deaths come to light and he fears that a ruthless serial
killer is at work. Could the deaths be connected to Obediah Shrowton, an executed murderer whose
presence still seems to linger in the house? Or is there a yet more sinister and dangerous explanation?
Organizational Culture and Leadership Apr 04 2020 Regarded as one of the most influential
management books of all time, this fourth edition of Leadership and Organizational Culture transforms
the abstract concept of culture into a tool that can be used to better shape the dynamics of organization
and change. This updated edition focuses on today's business realities. Edgar Schein draws on a wide
range of contemporary research to redefine culture and demonstrate the crucial role leaders play in
successfully applying the principles of culture to achieve their organizational goals.
Dead Man's Lane Oct 23 2021 Strangefields Farm has been notorious for its sinister history ever
since artist Jackson Temples lured young women there to model for disturbing works of art. Some of
those girls never left the house alive. Now, decades later, Strangefields is to be transformed into a
holiday village, but the developer's hopes of its dark history being forgotten are dashed when a skull is
found on the site. And when a local florist is found murdered in an echo of Temples' crimes, DI
Wesley Peterson fears that a copycat killer is at large. As Wesley's friend, archaeologist Dr Neil

Watson, uncovers the secrets of Strangefields' grisly past, it appears that an ancient tale of the dead
returning to torment the living might not be as fantastical as it seems...
The Shining Skull Jun 30 2022 Little Marcus Fallbrook was kidnapped in 1976 and when he never
returned home, his grieving family assumed the worst. Then, thirty years later, teenage singing star
Leah Wakefield disappears and DI Wesley Peterson has reason to suspect that the same kidnapper is
responsible. And another abductor is at work in the area - a man who tricks blonde women into a
bogus taxi and cuts off their hair. Has Leah fallen prey to the man the newspapers call 'The Barber' or
has she suffered a more sinister fate? But then Marcus Fallbrook returns from the dead. And when
DNA evidence confirms his identity, the investigation takes a new twist. Meanwhile, archaeologist,
Neil Watson's gruesome task of exhuming the dead from a local churchyard yields a mystery of its
own when a coffin is found to contain one corpse too many - a corpse that may be linked to a strange
religious sect dating back to Regency times. Wesley has his hands full elsewhere - slowly, Marcus
Fallbrook begins to recover memories that Wesley hopes will lead him to cunning and dangerous
murderer. But he is about to discover that the past can be a very dangerous place indeed.
The Armada Boy Feb 12 2021 "A Wesley Peterson murder mystery"--Cover.
The Cadaver Game Sep 21 2021 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times The
decaying body of a woman is discovered in a suburban house in South Devon, following an
anonymous tip off to the police. DI Wesley Peterson has problems establishing the woman's identity
and, as he begins to investigate her death, another disturbing case arises. Two teenagers are found shot
dead at the foot of a cliff. The teenage victims had taken part in an online game called Blood Hunt and
it seems they may have been persuaded to play a sinister real-life game, which ended in their murder.
When a skeleton is found near the place where the teenagers were last seen alive, Wesley must face a

terrible truth . . . and a hunt to the death. Whether you've read the whole series, or are discovering Kate
Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the perfect page-turner if you love reading
Elly Griffiths and Ann Cleeves. PRAISE FOR KATE ELLIS: 'I loved this novel . . . a powerful story
of loss, malice and deception' Ann Cleeves 'Haunting' Independent 'Unputdownable'Bookseller 'The
chilling plot will keep you spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer 'A gripping read' Best 'A fine
storyteller, weaving the past and present in a way that makes you want to read on' Peterborough
Evening Telegraph
The Devil's Priest Sep 09 2020 In 1539 King Henry VIII is completing his destruction of England's
monasteries & the ripples of change are felt even in Liverpool. A pregnant novice nun, Agnes Moore,
ejected from her convent & staying with relatives, claims to have been attacked by Satan. Her former
abbess comes to her aid but Agnes refuses to identify her attacker.
Only the Innocent May 06 2020 "Every moment of Sir Hugo Fletcher's life has been chronicled in the
British press: his privileged upbringing, his high-profile charity work to end human trafficking -- even
his two marriages. But when the billionaire philanthropist is discovered murdered in his London home,
tied naked to a bed, the scandal is only a shadow of the darkness lurking off-camera. Laura Fletcher
returns from an Italian vacation to find her husband dead and her home under siege by paparazzi. Is
she shocked? Yes. But is she distraught? Not exactly. Especially when Chief Inspector Tom Douglas
reveals his suspicions that Hugo's killer is female. Laura always knew she wasn't the only woman in
Hugo's life. And she knows she wasn't the only one with a motive to kill. The deeper Douglas digs, the
more sordid details about Hugo Fletcher he uncovers. And yet nothing compares to the secret Laura
guards, a secret that could bring the guilty to justice -- or destroy an innocent life forever."--Publisher
description.

Collective Wisdom Dec 13 2020 In the much-anticipated follow-up to the bestselling In the Company
of Women, Grace Bonney turns to older women in a celebration of intergenerational bonds between
women, and the role those bonds play in sharing vital knowledge, stories, power, and history through
generations.
Transient Desires Feb 01 2020 In the landmark thirtieth installment of the bestselling series the New
Yorker has called “an unusually potent cocktail of atmosphere and event,” Guido Brunetti is forced to
confront an unimaginable crime In his many years as a commissario, Guido Brunetti has seen all
manner of crime and known intuitively how to navigate the various pathways in his native city,
Venice, to discover the person responsible. Now, in Transient Desires, the thirtieth novel in Donna
Leon’s masterful series, he faces a heinous crime committed outside his jurisdiction. He is drawn in
innocently enough: two young American women have been badly injured in a boating accident, joy
riding in the Laguna with two young Italians. However, Brunetti’s curiosity is aroused by the behavior
of the young men, who abandoned the victims after taking them to the hospital. If the injuries were the
result of an accident, why did they want to avoid association with it? As Brunetti and his colleague,
Claudia Griffoni, investigate the incident, they discover that one of the young men works for a man
rumored to be involved in more sinister nighttime activities in the Laguna. To get to the bottom of
what proves to be a gut-wrenching case, Brunetti needs to enlist the help of both the Carabinieri and
the Guardia di Costiera. Determining how much trust he and Griffoni can put in these unfamiliar
colleagues adds to the difficulty of solving a peculiarly horrible crime whose perpetrators are
technologically brilliant and ruthlessly organized. Donna Leon’s Transient Desires is as powerful as
any novel she has written, testing Brunetti to his limits and forcing him to listen very carefully for the
truth.

The Merchant's House Jan 26 2022 DS Wesley Peterson, newly arrived in the West Country town of
Tradmouth, has his hands full when a child goes missing and a young woman is brutally murdered on
a lonely cliff path. Then his old friend, archaeologist Neil Watson, unearths the skeletons of a
strangled woman and a new born baby in the cellar of an ancient merchant's house nearby. As the
investigation continues, Wesley begins to suspect that these deaths, centuries apart, may be linked by
age-old motives of jealousy, a sexual obsession and desperate longing. And the pressure is on if he is
going to prevent a further tragedy... Kate Ellis's wonderfully addictive series of West Country set
crime novels feature Wesley Peterson, one of Devon's first black detectives.
Air Force Combat Units of World War II Mar 16 2021
The Funeral Boat Nov 04 2022 When a skeleton is discovered on a Devon smallholding, DS Wesley
Peterson, a keen amateur archaeologist, is intrigued by the possibility that it is a Viking corpse, buried
in keeping with ancient traditions. But he has a rather more urgent crime to solve- the disappearance of
a Danish tourist. Wesley finds disturbing evidence that the attractive Dane has been abducted. His boss
Gerry Heffernan believes that Ingeborg's disappearance is linked to a spate of brutal robberies and that
she witnessed something she shouldn't have. But is her disappearance linked to far older events? For it
seems that this may not have been Ingeborg's first visit to this far from quiet West Country
backwater... Kate Ellis's wonderfully addictive series of West Country set crime novels feature Wesley
Peterson, one of Devon's first black detectives.
The Age Fix Jul 28 2019 The USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestselling guide to looking
younger without spending a fortune from nationally renowned plastic surgeon Anthony Youn. Here's
what the experts know but aren't telling you-until now:- The drugstore brand can be just as effective or better - than the expensive cream at your dermatologist's office- Surgery usually isn't the best

solution- Natural, DIY creams can actually get results, using ingredients that cost pennies- Diet can be
your best defense against redness, acne, fine lines, and wrinkles. Dr. Anthony Youn is the rare plastic
surgeon who does everything he can to keep his patients out of the operating room. He's spent the past
sixteen years researching the secrets of plastic surgeons, dermatologists, makeup artists, and dietitians,
and he knows what works, what doesn't, and what's overpriced. Now he's compiled solutions to every
cosmetic aging problem in this definitive anti-aging bible. Whether you want to stay as natural as
possible or you're interested to know which creams and medical procedures actually work (and are
worth the price tag), The Age Fix has your fix to look younger and more radiant. Dr. Youn's
customizable Age Fix routine will help you improve skin health, whatever your age or concerns, and
his diet-based Age Fix prescription will rejuvenate your skin and overall health from the inside out.
Did you know that the foods you choose every day can contribute to fine lines and wrinkles and the
likelihood of your getting a sunburn? Dr. Youn explains why you should shun soda but reach for that
glass of red wine. You'll also discover which fruit can help you look younger and prevent sun damage
and which supplements are proven to reduce fine lines. From your face, to your neck, your hands, your
eyes, and your body, The Age Fix has you covered with an abundance of actionable takeaways and
insider advice to help you reclaim your youthful glow-without spending a fortune or going under the
knife!
Good Economics for Hard Times Mar 04 2020 The winners of the Nobel Prize show how
economics, when done right, can help us solve the thorniest social and political problems of our day.
Figuring out how to deal with today's critical economic problems is perhaps the great challenge of our
time. Much greater than space travel or perhaps even the next revolutionary medical breakthrough,
what is at stake is the whole idea of the good life as we have known it. Immigration and inequality,

globalization and technological disruption, slowing growth and accelerating climate change--these are
sources of great anxiety across the world, from New Delhi and Dakar to Paris and Washington, DC.
The resources to address these challenges are there--what we lack are ideas that will help us jump the
wall of disagreement and distrust that divides us. If we succeed, history will remember our era with
gratitude; if we fail, the potential losses are incalculable. In this revolutionary book, renowned MIT
economists Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo take on this challenge, building on cutting-edge
research in economics explained with lucidity and grace. Original, provocative, and urgent, Good
Economics for Hard Times makes a persuasive case for an intelligent interventionism and a society
built on compassion and respect. It is an extraordinary achievement, one that shines a light to help us
appreciate and understand our precariously balanced world.
Marshal Of France; The Life And Times Of Maurice, Comte De Saxe, 1699-1750 Jun 26 2019
MAURICE DE SAXE was the brilliant adornment of a brilliant age, one of the most renowned and
admired men in the Europe of his day. It is not surprising that the writing of the biography of this
vivid, talented and entertaining figure should have provided the author with a genial and absorbing
task. He came of extraordinary stock; the circumstances of his birth were remarkable; he was the lover
of many celebrated women; he won the lifelong friendship of men of the stature of Voltaire; he aspired
to a crown, and nearly became the Czar of Russia; his activities spanned a whole continent, from Paris
to Dresden, from Dresden to Warsaw, from Warsaw to Moscow. Yet he was more, much more, than an
energetic and flamboyant adventurer: he was acknowledged to be the outstanding general of his era, a
military genius who linked the epoch of Marlborough with the epoch of Frederick the Great. He led
great armies and won great victories. It is part of the purpose of this book to restore him to the preeminent place in social and military history to which his achievements entitle him. The study of his

campaigns has proved no dutiful or dreary labour, for he was among the wittiest and most elegant
military practitioners who have ever lived. There was a touch of diablerie about the manner in which
he gained his spectacular triumphs that set him apart from the other great captains of his era.
Minesweeper (Special Forces, Book 2) Jul 08 2020 "All the sizzle, chaos, noise and scariness of war is
clay in the hands of ace storyteller Lynch." -- Kirkus Reviews for the World War II series Discover the
secret missions behind America's greatest conflicts.Fergus Frew thought he knew what to expect when
he signed up with the Navy's demolitions team. But as the Korean War rages on, Fergus and his fellow
divers -- AKA "frogmen" -- are tasked with more than just scouting mudflats. Soon they're planting
mines. And sabotaging tunnels, bridges... and even fishing nets. Strangest of all, it falls to Fergus to
transport a spy into the country -- and that means traveling far from Navy-controlled waters.But
frogmen are amphibious. And Fergus may not realize it, but he's in a position to change the way the
whole world thinks about combat.National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch continues his explosive
fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret history of US black ops and today's heroic Navy SEALs.
The Shroud Maker Nov 11 2020 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times A
year on from the mysterious disappearance of Jenny Bercival, DI Wesley Peterson is called in when
the body of a strangled woman is found floating out to sea in South Devon. The discovery mars the
festivities of the Palkin Festival, held each year to celebrate the life of John Palkin, a fourteenthcentury Mayor of Tradmouth who made his fortune from trade and piracy. It seems like death and
mystery have returned to haunt the town. When archaeologist Neil Watson makes a grim discovery on
the site of Palkin's warehouse, it looks as if history might have inspired a killer. It is only by delving
into the past that Wesley can come close to uncovering the truth . . . Whether you've read the whole
series, or are discovering Kate Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the perfect

page-turner if you love reading Elly Griffiths and Ann Cleeves. PRAISE FOR KATE ELLIS: 'I loved
this novel . . . a powerful story of loss, malice and deception' Ann Cleeves 'Haunting' Independent
'Unputdownable'Bookseller 'The chilling plot will keep you spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer 'A
gripping read' Best 'A fine storyteller, weaving the past and present in a way that makes you want to
read on' Peterborough Evening Telegraph
The Stone Chamber Feb 24 2022 The brand new mystery in the bestselling DI Wesley Peterson crime
series! 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times __________________ On a
summer evening, Robert and Greta Gerdner are shot dead at their home in the Devon countryside. DI
Wesley Peterson suspects the execution-style murders might be linked to Robert's past police career until Robert's name is found on a list of people who've been sent tickets anonymously for a tour of
Darkhole Grange, a former asylum on Dartmoor. Wesley discovers that other names on the list have
also died in mysterious circumstances and, as he is drawn into the chilling history of the asylum, he
becomes convinced that it holds the key to the case. When his friend, archaeologist Neil Watson, finds
the skeleton of a woman buried in a sealed chamber dating back to the fifteenth century at his nearby
dig, Wesley wonders whether there might be a connection between the ancient cell and the tragic
events at Darkhole Grange. With the clock ticking, Wesley must solve the puzzle, before the next
person on the list meets a terrible end . . . Whether you've read the whole series, or are discovering
Kate Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the perfect page-turner if you love
reading Ann Cleeves and Elly Griffiths. PRAISE FOR KATE ELLIS: 'Clever plotting hides a
powerful story of loss, malice and deception' Ann Cleeves 'Haunting' Independent 'The chilling plot
will keep you spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer 'Unputdownable' Bookseller 'A fine storyteller,
weaving the past and present in a way that makes you want to read on' Peterborough Evening

Telegraph
The Flesh Tailor Aug 09 2020 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times When
Dr James Dalcott is shot dead in his cottage it looks very much like an execution. And as DI Wesley
Peterson begins piecing together the victim's life, he finds that the well-liked country doctor has been
harbouring strange and dramatic family secrets. Meanwhile, archaeologist Neil Watson has discovered
a number of skeletons in nearby Tailors Court that bear marks of dissection and might be linked to
tales of body snatching by a rogue physician in the sixteenth century. But when Neil finds the bones of
a child buried with a 1930s coin, the investigation takes a sinister turn. Who were the children
evacuated to Tailors Court during World War II? And where are they now? When a link is established
between the wartime evacuees and Dr Dalcott's death, Wesley is faced with his most challenging case
yet. Whether you've read the whole series, or are discovering Kate Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels
for the first time, this is the perfect page-turner if you love reading Elly Griffiths and Ann Cleeves.
PRAISE FOR KATE ELLIS: 'I loved this novel . . . a powerful story of loss, malice and deception'
Ann Cleeves 'Haunting' Independent 'Unputdownable'Bookseller 'The chilling plot will keep you
spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer 'A gripping read' Best 'A fine storyteller, weaving the past and
present in a way that makes you want to read on' Peterborough Evening Telegraph
The Mermaid's Scream Nov 23 2021 Why did Wynn Staniland, a legend in the literary world,
suddenly become a recluse in the 1980s? Most assumed he stopped writing because of his wife's
bizarre suicide; a death that mirrored a murder case from the nineteenth century. And now a promising
young author called Zac Wilkinson is working on Staniland's biography and hopes to reveal the true
story to a waiting world - while at the same time keeping his own troubled past hidden from public
view. When Wilkinson is found brutally murdered, DI Wesley Peterson finds links to the unexplained

poisoning of a middle-aged couple at a local caravan park - and Wynn Staniland appears to be the
connection. As Wesley delves further into the case he suspects a sinister puppet show might provide
the solution: a grim re-enactment of the murder of Mary Field, a cause celebre from the reign of Queen
Victoria that inspired Staniland's best-known novel. The case becomes personal for Wesley when he
discovers his son is involved, and as he begins to unravel decades of secrets and deception, the
shocking truth proves almost too much to bear . . .
The Flesh Tailor Sep 29 2019 When Dr James Dalcott is shot dead in his cottage it looks very much
like an execution. And as DI Wesley Peterson begins piecing together the victim's life, he finds that the
well-liked country doctor has been harbouring strange and dramatic family secrets. Meanwhile,
archaeologist Neil Watson has discovered a number of skeletons in nearby Tailors Court that bear
marks of dissection and might be linked to tales of body snatching by a rogue physician in the
sixteenth century. But when Neil finds the bones of a child buried with a 1930s coin, the investigation
takes a sinister turn. Who were the children evacuated to Tailors Court during World War II? And
where are they now? When a link is established between the wartime evacuees and Dr Dalcott's death,
Wesley is faced with his most challenging case yet.
A Reason to Kill May 18 2021 First in a new series featuring Rina Martin After a successful acting
career Rina Martin is retired; DI Sebastian McGregor Mac is recovering his nerve after an
investigation went terribly wrong; young George Parker and his family are on the run from a violent
past. Like Mac and Rina, George thinks he is safe in the sleepy seaside town of Frantham, but then an
old lady is murdered and peace, for all three, is proven to be an illusion . . . "Adams proves her
versatility with the new series, a solid village procedural with a clever plot and skilfully drawn
characters. Fans of M. C. Beaton and Clare Curzon will find Adams right up their alley" - Booklist

The Funeral Boat Oct 03 2022 'The chilling plot will keep you spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer
When a skeleton is discovered on a Devon smallholding, DS Wesley Peterson, a keen amateur
archaeologist, is intrigued by the possibility that it is a Viking corpse buried in keeping with ancient
traditions. But he has a rather more urgent crime to solve, when a Danish tourist is reported missing.
Wesley finds disturbing evidence that the woman has been abducted. His boss Gerry Heffernan
believes that Ingeborg's disappearance is linked to a spate of brutal robberies and that she witnessed
something she shouldn't have. But is her disappearance linked to far older events? For it seems that this
may not have been Ingeborg's first visit to this far from quiet West Country backwater . . . Whether
you've read the whole series, or are discovering Kate Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first
time, this is the perfect, gripping mystery if you love reading Elly Griffiths and Ann Cleeves.
The House of Eyes Apr 28 2022 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times
When Darren Hatman first reports his daughter missing, DI Wesley Peterson isn't too concerned.
Leanne Hatman is an aspiring model, keen to leave Devon for the bright lights of London. But Wesley
realises something very sinister is going on when Darren is found murdered in the grounds of Eyecliffe
Castle, the hotel where Leanne works. Could Leanne have met a similar fate to her father? But, if so,
where is her body? Wesley begins to suspect a connection between recent events and the
disappearance of two girls in the 1950s, at a mysterious ruin called the House of Eyes. As he tries to
solve the puzzle, Wesley must face alarming revelations rooted in centuries of evil - as well as deal
with a nightmare of his own . . . Whether you've read the whole series, or are discovering Kate Ellis's
DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the perfect page-turner if you love reading Elly
Griffiths and Ann Cleeves. PRAISE FOR KATE ELLIS: 'I loved this novel . . . a powerful story of
loss, malice and deception' Ann Cleeves 'Haunting' Independent 'Unputdownable' Bookseller 'The

chilling plot will keep you spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer 'A gripping read' Best 'A fine
storyteller, weaving the past and present in a way that makes you want to read on' Peterborough
Evening Telegraph
An Unhallowed Grave Aug 01 2022 Officials suspect foul play when the body of a well-liked local
doctor's assistant is discovered hanging from a tree in Stokeworthy Churchyard, and Detective
Peterson finds out that arhaeologists recently excavated an ancient corpse who was allegedly hanged
from the same tree five hundred years ago.
Serpent's Point Dec 25 2021 The unmissable new mystery in the bestselling DI Wesley Peterson crime
series 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times __________________
Serpent's Point in South Devon is the focus of local legends. The large house on the headland is
shrouded in an ancient tale of evil, and when a woman is found strangled on the coastal path DI
Wesley Peterson is called in to investigate. The woman had been house-sitting at Serpent's Point and
Wesley is surprised to discover that she was conducting an investigation into unsolved missing persons
cases. Could these enquires have led to her murder? While the case takes Wesley to Yorkshire and the
Cotswolds, archaeologist Neil Watson is making a dramatic discovery of his own in the fields near the
house. When a skeleton is uncovered, the pressure rises to find a killer, and Wesley and Neil realise
that Serpent's Point holds more secrets than anyone could have imagined. Whether you've read the
whole series, or are discovering Kate Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the
perfect page-turner if you love reading Ann Cleeves and Elly Griffiths. Praise for Kate Ellis . . . 'Clever
plotting hides a powerful story of loss, malice and deception' Ann Cleeves 'Haunting' Independent 'The
chilling plot will keep you spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer 'Unputdownable' Bookseller 'A fine
storyteller, weaving the past and present in a way that makes you want to read on' Peterborough

Evening Telegraph
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces, Book 1) Jul 20 2021 Discover the secret missions behind
America's greatest conflicts. Danny Manion has been fighting his entire life. Sometimes with his fists.
Sometimes with his words. But when his actions finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight the
judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the US
military: the Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force comprised of
US Air Force Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA agent or two. With the
SOG's focus on covert action and psychological warfare, Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty,
and a hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very same qualities that got him in trouble at home make
him a natural-born commando in a secret war. Even if almost nobody knows he's there. National Book
Award finalist Chris Lynch begins a new, explosive fiction series based on the real-life, top-secret
history of US black ops.
To Kill a Troubadour Jan 14 2021 When a musician’s new song hits a political nerve, he finds
himself in the crosshairs of Spanish nationalists’ ire, and it’s up to Bruno to track down the extremists
who seem ready to take deadly measures, in another delightful installment of the internationally
acclaimed series featuring Bruno, Chief of Police. “As usual, Walker concocts a satisfying dish
featuring an intriguing lead character who moves through enviable settings and enjoys wonderful
meals while tracking down criminals.”—Booklist Les Troubadours, a folk music group that Bruno has
long supported, go viral with their new number, “Song for Catalonia,” when the Spanish government
suddenly bans the song. The songwriter, Joel Martin, is a local enthusiast for the old Occitan language
of Périgord and the medieval troubadours, and he sympathizes with the Catalan bid for independence.
The success of his song provokes outrage among extreme Spanish nationalists. Then, in a stolen car

found on a Périgord back road, police discover a distinctive bullet for a state-of-the-art sniper's rifle
that can kill at three kilometers, and they fear that Joel might be the intended target. The French and
Spanish governments agree to mount a joint operation to stop the assailants, and Bruno is the local
man on the spot who mobilizes his resources to track them down. While Bruno tries to keep the peace,
his friend Florence reaches out for help. Her abusive ex-husband is about to be paroled from prison
and she fears he will return to reclaim their children. Will Bruno and Florence be able to prevent this
unwanted visit? Despite the pressures, there is always time for Bruno to savor les plaisirs of the
Dordogne around the table with friends.
A Painted Doom Aug 28 2019 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times
Teenager Lewis Hoxworthy discovers a disturbing painting in a medieval barn; a find which excites
archaeologist Neil Watson, who is excavating an ancient manor house nearby. But when a man is
found shot through the head in Lewis's father's field and Lewis himself goes missing, it is Neil's friend,
Detective Inspector Wesley Peterson, who faces one of his most intriguing cases yet. It seems that the
Devon village of Derenham is full of secrets, both ancient and modern. As Neil uncovers the story of
Derenham's medieval past, it becomes clear that the Doom, a 500-year-old painting of hell and
judgement, holds the key to the mystery. And as events reach a terrifying climax, Wesley has to act
swiftly if he is to save a young life . . . Whether you've read the whole series, or are discovering Kate
Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the perfect, gripping mystery if you love
reading Elly Griffiths and Ann Cleeves.
The Zig Zag Girl Oct 11 2020 In the first in a compelling new series from Elly Griffiths, a band of
magicians who served together in WWII track a killer who's performing deadly tricks
The Burial Circle May 30 2022 A skeleton discovered. A murder to be solved . . . On a stormy night

in December, a tree is blown down on an isolated Devon farm. When the fallen tree is dragged away, a
rucksack is found caught amongst the roots - and next to it is a human skeleton. The discovery of the
body and the rucksack revives memories for DI Wesley Peterson. A young hitchhiker who went
missing twelve years ago was last seen carrying a similar backpack. Suddenly a half-forgotten cold
case has turned into a murder investigation. Meanwhile, in the nearby village of Petherham, a man is
found dead in suspicious circumstances whilst staying at a local guesthouse. Wesley's friend,
archaeologist Neil Watson, is studying Petherham's ancient mill and uncovering the village's sinister
history. Could the string of mysterious deaths in Petherham over a hundred years ago be connected to
the recent killings? As Wesley digs deeper into the case, it seems that the dark whisperings of a Burial
Circle in the village might not be merely legend after all . . . Whether you've read the whole series, or
are discovering Kate Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the perfect, gripping
mystery if you love reading Elly Griffiths and Ann Cleeves. PRAISE FOR KATE ELLIS: 'A beguiling
author who interweaves past and present' The Times 'I loved this novel' Ann Cleeves 'Haunting'
Independent 'Unputdownable' Bookseller 'The chilling plot will keep you spooked and thrilled to the
end' Closer 'A fine storyteller, weaving the past and present in a way that makes you want to read on'
Peterborough Evening Telegraph
The Jackal Man Aug 21 2021 When a teenage girl is strangled and left for dead on a lonely country
lane, by an attacker she describes has having the head of a dog, the police are baffled. But when the
body of another young woman is found mutilated and wrapped in a white linen sheet, DI Wesley
Peterson suspects that the killer is performing an ancient ritual linked to Anubis, the jackal-headed
Egyptian god of death and mummification. Meanwhile, archaeologist Neil Watson has been called to
Varley Castle to catalogue the collection of Edwardian amateur Egyptologist, Sir Frederick Varley.

However, as his research progresses, Neil discovers that Wesley's strange murder case bears sinister
similarities to four murders that took place near Varley Castle in 1903 - murders said to have been
committed by Sir Frederick's son. As the Jackal Man's identity remains a frustrating enigma, it seems
that the killer has yet another victim in mind. A victim close to Wesley Peterson himself . . .
The Death Season Oct 30 2019 'A beguiling author who interweaves past and present' The Times
When DI Wesley Peterson is summoned to investigate a killing, he assumes that the case is a routine
matter. But soon dark secrets start to emerge from the victim's past and Wesley realises that this coldblooded murder is more complicated than he could have imagined. Archaeologist Neil Watson is
meanwhile studying Sandrock, a ruined village from the First World War that tumbled into the sea.
Neil cannot shake the feeling that something is missing from his explorations: a cryptic clue that might
be able to help Wesley solve his case. As more victims fall prey to a killer, Wesley fears his precious
family are becoming a target. Just like the fallen village of Sandrock, Wesley will have to stand tall if
he is to withstand the coming storm. Whether you've read the whole series, or are discovering Kate
Ellis's DI Wesley Peterson novels for the first time, this is the perfect page-turner if you love reading
Elly Griffiths and Ann Cleeves. PRAISE FOR KATE ELLIS: 'I loved this novel . . . a powerful story
of loss, malice and deception' Ann Cleeves 'Haunting' Independent 'Unputdownable' Bookseller 'The
chilling plot will keep you spooked and thrilled to the end' Closer 'A gripping read' Best 'A fine
storyteller, weaving the past and present in a way that makes you want to read on' Peterborough
Evening Telegraph
The Funeral Boat Sep 02 2022 Amateur archaeologist Detective Sergeant Wesley Peterson and his
boss Gerry Heffernan investigate the appearance of a skeleton that may be more than one thousand
years old and the disappearance of an attractive Danish tourist.

To Darkness and to Death Dec 01 2019 Saturday, November 14, 5:00 A.M. In the small Adirondack
town of Millers Kill, an old lumberman sits in the dark with his gun across his knees. Not far away, an
unemployed logger sleeps off his bender from the night before. The owner of the town's last paper mill
tosses in his bed. And a young woman, one of three heirs to the 250,000-acre Great Camp, wakes
alone in darkness, bound and gagged. Chief of Police Russ Van Alstyne wants nothing more than a
quiet day of hunting in the mountains on his fiftieth birthday. His wife needs to have the town's new
luxury resort ready for its gala opening night. The Reverend Clare Fergusson expects to spend the day
getting St. Alban's Church ready for the bishop's annual visit. Her long-distance suitor from New York
expects some answers about their relationship during his weekend in town. In Millers Kill, where
everyone knows everyone and all are part of an interconnected web of blood or acquaintance, one
person's troubles have a way of ensnaring others. What begins as a simple case of a woman lost in the
woods leads to a tangle of revenge, blackmail, assault, kidnapping, and murder. As the hours tick by,
Russ and Clare struggle to make sense of their town's plunge into chaos---and their own chaotic
emotions. Something terrible waits in the ice-rimed mountains cradling Millers Kill. Something that
won't be content with just one death---or two. . . Julia Spencer-Fleming continues her moving story of
the way a small town, as well as a great city, can harbor evil, and the struggle of two honest people to
deal with the ever-present threat of their feelings for one another.
The Marriage Hearse Mar 28 2022 When Kirsten Harbourn is found strangled and naked on her
wedding day, DI Wesley Peterson makes some alarming discoveries. Kirsten was being pursued by an
obsessed stalker and she had dark secrets her doting fianc, Peter, knew nothing about. But Kirsten's
wasn't the only wedding planned to take place that July day in South Devon. At Morbay register office
a terrified young girl makes her wedding vows. And a few days later her bridegroom is found dead in a

seedy seaside hotel. As Wesley investigates he suspects that his death and his bride's subsequent
disappearance might be linked to Kirsten's murder. Meanwhile the skeleton of a young female is found
buried in a farmer's field - a field that once belonged to the family of Ralph Strong, an Elizabethan
playwright whose play, 'The Fair Wife of Padua' is to be performed for the first time in four hundred
years. Is this bloodthirsty play a confession to a murder committed in the reign of Queen Elizabeth 1?
Or does it tell another story, one that might cast light on recent mysteries?
The Flower Boat Girl Jan 02 2020 Biographical novel based on the life of Cheng I Sao, the 19th
century Chinese prostitute who became the most powerful pirate in history. Sold as a child to a floating
brothel, kidnapped by pirates and forced to marry their leader, she must survive a world of violence,
treachery, and greed, ultimately facing a choice between two things she never dreamed might be hers:
power or love. Based on a true story that has never been fully told until now.
Fatal Voyage Apr 16 2021 After a fatal airline crash in the mountains of North Carolina, Dr.
Temperance Brennan heads to the site to help identify the victims, but the discovery of body parts that
do not belong to any registered passenger leads the investigation into a dangerousconfrontation.
The Boy Who Lived with the Dead Jun 18 2021 'Haunting' Independent 'A powerful story of loss,
malice and deception' Ann Cleeves 'A splendidly macabre thriller' Andrew Taylor 1920. Scotland Yard
detective DI Albert Lincoln is still reeling from the disturbing events of the previous year when he's
called away from London to a new case in the North West of England. Before the War he led the
unsuccessful investigation into the murder of little Jimmy Rudyard in the village of Mabley Ridge.
Now a woman has been murdered there and another child is missing, the sole witness being a
traumatised boy who lives in a cemetery lodge. Albert is determined that this time him he will find the
truth . . . and the missing child. When Albert delves into the lives of the village residents he uncovers

shocking secrets and obsessions. Then, as more bodies are discovered, he realises that his young
witness from the cemetery lodge is in grave danger, from somebody he calls 'the Shadow Man'. As
Albert discovers more about the victims he finds information that might bring him a step closer not
only to Jimmy's killer but to solving a mystery of his own: the whereabouts of his lost son. The second
historical thriller in the Albert Lincoln series by award-winning crime writer Kate Ellis. An
atmospheric, spellbinding mystery set in the aftermath of the Great War. What readers are saying about
The Boy Who Lived with the Dead: 'Outstanding' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'A fantastic read
whichkept me guessing right until the last few pages' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Superb!' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'Compulsivereading . . . very cleverly constructed withplenty of twists' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'Hard to put the book down' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars '[Kate Ellis] must be a
genius' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Excellent' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
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